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ABSTRACT
With virtual options the underlying assets are information and the rules governing exercise are based on the realities of the information realm (infosphere). Virtual options can be modeled as options to “purchase” information items by paying the cost of the information operations involved. Virtual options arise at several stages of value creation. The initial stage involves observation of physical phenomena with accompanying data capture. The next refinement is to organize the data into structured databases. Then information is selected from storage and synthesizing it into an information product (such as a report, article, or design specifications for a product to be fabricated in the physical realm). Then the information product is presented to the user via an efficient interface that does not require the user to be a field expert. Virtual options are similar in concept to real options but substantially different in their details, since real options
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have physical objects as the underlying assets and the rules governing exercise are based on the realities of the physical world. Also, while exercising a financial option typically kills the option, virtual options may include multiple exercise. Virtual options may involve high volatility or jump processes as well, further enhancing their value. Application of option pricing theory to real options has yielded worthwhile tools for disciplined decision making, and the potential also is great for worthwhile decision support tools based upon virtual options. This paper extends several important real option applications into the information realm, including jump process models and models for valuing options to synthesize any of \( n \) information items into any of \( m \) output products.
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**Resumo**

Com opções virtuais, os ativos subjacentes são a informação, e as regras que governam o exercício são baseados nas realidades do reino da informação (infosphere). As opções virtuais podem ser modeladas como opções “para comprar” alguma informação pagando-se o custo das operações da informação envolvida. As opções virtuais surgem em diversos estágios da criação do valor. O estágio inicial envolve a observação de fenômenos físicos com acompanhamento da captação de dados. O refinamento seguinte consiste na organização de dados em bases de dados estruturados. A informação é selecionada a partir do armazenamento, e sintetizada em um produto da informação (tais como relatório, artigo, ou especificações de desenho do produto a ser fabricado no mundo físico). O produto da informação é apresentado, então, ao usuário por meio de relação eficiente sem requerer que o usuário seja especialista da área. As opções virtuais são similares em conceito às opções reais, mas, substancialmente, diferentes em seus detalhes, porque as opções reais têm objetos físicos, enquanto os ativos subjacentes e as regras
Virtual options involve choices in which the underlying assets are information items. Transition-phase virtual options accrue as a result of possessing information, and have real options as the underlying assets.¹ The rules governing exercise of virtual options are based on realities that exist within the information realm (infosphere). Virtual options parallel real options in various applications along the value chain; but differ in their details, since real options have physical objects as the underlying assets and the rules governing exercise are based on the realities of the physical world². Just as real option applications offer tools for improved decision making for a variety of physical investments, virtual options offer potential improvements in decision support for those whose shareholder value results from information operations (including gathering, storing, processing, or presenting information).

Virtual options can be modeled as options to “purchase” information items by paying the cost of the information operations involved. Virtual options arise at several stages of value creation, start-

---
¹ The authors appreciate Phelim Boyle’s updated, electronic algorithm supplied from the working paper version of Boyle/Tse (1990); and the updated, electronic version of the multivariate normal subroutine MULNOR supplied by Mark Schervish.
² Financial options, from which the models we use are derived, have publicly-traded securities as underlying assets, and the rules of exercise are set forth in written contracts.
ing with information gathering. This first stage involves observation of physical phenomena with accompanying data capture. The next stage involves organizing the data into structured databases. The third stage involves selecting information from storage and then synthesizing it into an information product (such as a report, article, or design specifications for a product to be fabricated in the physical realm). Then the information product is distributed (over information channels) and presented to the user via an efficient interface that does not require the user to be a field expert. In the end, the user applies the information in order to add value in the physical realm. Thus the loop is closed with value added in the physical realm. (Section 2 provides illustrations of virtual options in a sequential decision process.) There are some important distinctions between virtual options and real options. First, exercising an option to exchange one set of information in return for another information item does not involve destruction of the input (in contrast, an option to convert one physical commodity into another typically involves using up the input good). So, whereas many real options may be exercised only once, virtual options can have multiple exercise. Thus a given set of information items may spawn several options that can be exercised from it, and exercising one of them does not destroy the others. Therefore the potential value generated by virtual options may be greater than in the case of real options.

Additionally, options with information items as underlying assets may be more likely to involve high volatility or jump processes (compared with options that have physical items as underlying assets). For example, a new discovery might initiate a substantial jump in the value of virtual options that arise from an organization’s proprietary information. On the negative side, a discovery by a competitor might immediately reduce or eliminate the value of options that arise from an organization’s proprietary information. With the limited liability of options, such substantial movement potential translates into high option values. These characteristics of multiple exercise and high volatility could explain seemingly high market valuations for equity in companies that derive their value from information operations. Possession of proprietary databases and unique ability to process information into marketable intellectual property could support equity values that significantly exceed amounts attributable to physical assets in place or cash flows from existing physical operations.
The literature of real options consistently argues that discounted cash flow (DCF) calculations underestimate net present value, and attribute the shortfall to DCF’s failure to consider the value of choice and flexibility. Yet when there have been opportunities to compare the real options evaluations with market evaluations, the real options approach also has been found to underestimate value. Evaluation of virtual options may help gain insight into the sources of value that are not being measured by other techniques. Indeed, real option applications have helped bridge the gap between finance and strategy. Business strategy has roots in military strategy (the word “strategy” derives from Greek roots meaning “the art of the general”) which opens some interesting issues.

During the 1990s the military leadership in several nations have devoted substantial resources to information warfare—that is, military actions in which the targets are information and the avenues of attack are across information channels. The U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff have identified “Information Dominance” as one of five basic core competencies necessary for a modern military force. Information warfare is further differentiated from “information in warfare.” The latter involves using modern information technology to enhance effectiveness and efficiency of traditional military activities that involve applying energy to physical targets. Information warfare is distinctly different in the nature of the targets and the avenues of engagement—some information warfare specialists refer to themselves as “cyber warriors”.

Similar distinctions can be drawn for business activities. “Information in business” involves using knowledge to enhance effectiveness and efficiency of business activities that involve transforming physical objects in order to add value. (There are discussions below summarizing several real option applications that have been developed around the concept of options to exchange one asset for another, or any of n inputs into any of m output products). “Information business” would encompass actions involving businesses whose

---

3 See Brennan and Schwarz (1985), Siegel Smith and Paddock (1987), and Paddock Siegel and Smith (1988).
4 See Amram and Kulatilaka (2000).
5 “Information Dominance” includes the ability to protect and utilize one’s own information resources while denying the enemy the ability to rely upon its information resources.
6 See for example Feigenbaum, McCorduck, and Nii (1988).
shareholder values result from gathering, storing, processing, or presenting information—those for whom information is product as well as raw material, and information channels are the route of access and delivery. Virtual option applications can fill gaps in the analysis of value added by information in traditional business activities.

Further, virtual options are uniquely appropriate for analyzing investments in information business.

1.0 Overview of Real Option Applications, and Virtual Option Parallels

1.1 Abandonment options

The first applications of option pricing theory to the valuation of real options were aimed at the option to abandon a project entirely and liquidate its assets. Abandonment options can be evaluated using models for the value of a put option. In the realm of virtual options where the underlying assets are information items, complete abandonment may not be a practical issue. When digital information is abandoned, the positive benefit is measured in terms of storage capacity released for other uses. Given the very low cost of archiving digital information, there would be little incentive to completely discard any of it (unless there is concern that it might have negative impact if later discovered, which involves issues beyond the intended scope of this paper).

1.2 Basic extraction

Next, real option applications were developed for valuing natural resource investments such as mines and oil leases. Such projects can be viewed as options to buy basic commodities, and evaluated using the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model. These activities occur at the beginning of the value chain. Rayport and Sviokla (1995) have translated the physical value chain into its parallel in the information realm. At the base of the virtual value chain are the

---

7 See Kensinger (1980) and Myers & Majd (1983).
8 Growth options (options to generate new activities that arise from current activities) have also been presented in terms of call options, but the identity of the underlying asset is less clear, and so the values for entry into the model are less clear than in the case of natural resource investments.
9 See Brennan & Schwarz (1985) and Siegel, Smith, & Paddock (1987).
10 See Michael Porter (1985) for a description of the generic value chain.
activities that involve gathering information by observing physical phenomena. A simple call option model might be appropriate for situations in which a single information item can be “purchased” by paying the cost of observation. This is a limited scenario in the information realm, however. Alternative scenarios would include multiple information items captured by a given observation, or a choice of the most valuable of several information items derived from a given observation. These possibilities represent more complex options, some of which are examined later in this paper. Then the decision whether to observe or not could be evaluated by comparing the value of the acquired option with the cost of observation. Also, the raw data itself may best be viewed as an option, to which we now turn.

1.3 Options to exchange one asset for another

Next in the ascent of real option applications along the physical value chain, options to exchange one product for another have been
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applied to gain insight into the value of conversion processes such as smelters or oil refineries.11 Such options can be evaluated using the Margrabe (1978) model. The comparable stage in the virtual value chain involves organizing raw data into databases that facilitate later retrieval (as raw data is refined into information, information into knowledge, and knowledge into wisdom).12 Unlike the refining processes in the physical realm, raw data need not be destroyed in the refining (the raw data may be archived for later use). Thus there is not an exact parallel between the physical realm and the information realm with regard to refining processes. Rather, in the information realm, something new is created when raw data is refined, without damage to inputs. Thus, holding raw data provides the option to purchase information by paying the price of incorporating it into a structured database. Further, any given data set may represent multiple options in a package possessing an admirable quality: unexercised options need not be destroyed in the process of exercising others. Thus we should proceed to more complex options.

1.4 Multiple exchange options

Real option analysis has been applied to activities (such as flexible manufacturing facilities) that involve transforming the least expensive of several inputs into the most valuable of several possible outputs. In a move to the parallel position on the virtual value chain, an organized database (or linked set of multiple databases) provides options to select information and synthesize it into products such as reports, articles, documentaries, or books. Synthesis takes place within the infosphere, and people involved in the process can work from any physical location. The value of organized data is enhanced because exercise of any option does not destroy other options.

Section 3 presents a discussion of options to exchange the cheapest of several inputs for the most valuable of several outputs. This discussion begins in terms of Margrabe’s (1982) generic model, which is broad enough to include a variety of probability distributions for generating prices. Then the discussion extends to an implementation using the Boyle-Tse (1990) algorithm for solving the Johnson (1987) model.

12 This statement of the objective of information operations is from Lt. Gen. Michael Hayden, Director of the United States National Security Agency.
1.5 Remaining stages of the virtual value chain

The next stage of the virtual value chain described by Rayport and Sviokla (1995) involves distributing the information product (report, article, design specifications for a product to be fabricated in the physical realm, etc.). This takes place in the information realm. Subsequently, the information product is presented to a user. Then in the final stage of the value chain, the user applies the information in the physical world, perhaps to achieve greater effectiveness or efficiency in a physical activity – so here the loop with the physical world is closed.13

Thus recapping the virtual value chain and the virtual options represented at each stage, we start with gathering information. This first stage involves observation of physical phenomena with accompanying data capture. The second stage involves organizing the data into structured databases. The next stage involves selecting information from storage and then synthesizing it into an information product (such as a report, article, or design specifications for a product to be fabricated in the physical realm). Then the product is distributed (over information channels) and presented to the user via an efficient interface that does not require the user to be a field expert. In the end, the user applies the information successfully to add value in the physical realm.

Thus the loop is closed with value added in the physical realm. To summarize the virtual options framework, we can then work backward from the final application. The effort expended in transmitting and presenting the information product can be evaluated as a decision to exercise an option – the motivation for exercise is the value added in the physical realm when the information product is applied. This value added can be evaluated as an option to convert one of n physical inputs into the most valuable of m physical outputs (without the information, one would not know how to do this). Backtracking, the price paid for the synthesis effort is defined by the value of the option just described. Backtracking further, the value of organizing the database is the value of a portfolio of options to produce information products such as reports, articles, or design speci-

---

13 The process of adding value in the virtual value chain begins with observation drawn from the physical world. It then proceeds to several stages that take place in the infosphere: data is organized, then selected, synthesized, and distributed. Next, it is presented back into the physical realm, and applied to gain enhanced value-added in the physical realm.
fications; and the value of raw data is represented by the value of options to convert it into organized databases.

2.0 ILLUSTRATION OF REAL OPTIONS AND VIRTUAL OPTIONS IN A SEQUENTIAL DECISION PROCESS

As an illustration of the way virtual option analysis could enhance decision making, let us consider a sequential decision process at Royal Dutch/Shell that unfolded over a time period extending more than a decade. The details have been reported in the Wall Street Journal. The decision process began in May 1985 with the choice of bidding on an offshore drilling lease in the Gulf of Mexico, dubbed the “Mars” field. Initial survey data had produced difficult-to-interpret data that some thought might indicate oil deposits. After winning the lease, the next choice involved exploratory drilling. The affirmative decision here resulted in discovery of a so-called “elephant” field; but the decision process did not end, because the site was so deep underwater. The next choice involved innovating new drilling technologies capable of developing the site. Once the technology was in hand, the final choice was when to proceed with development.

The decision process begins with Shell’s efforts to map the region in preparation for the auction of drilling rights by the federal government. (The saga begins at a time when capital markets were apparently discouraging major expenditures for exploration.) Geologist Roger Baker encountered many difficulties interpreting the seismic data because of distortions produced as the signals passed through the thermal layers encountered in the deep water (such thermal layers act as lenses, but it is difficult to know how the signals are being distorted). Despite these difficulties, the company had to decide whether (and how much) to bid on the site. One can approach the problem of valuing oil leases by treating such leases as call options. Greater upside potential, of course, translates into higher option value. (In sealed bidding Shell paid $2.4 million for the rights to drill, a 37% premium above the minimum allowable bid, with no other company making a competing offer).

The next step in the decision process involved exploratory drilling, which cost $14 million. In part, it could be justified as a means

---

15 For details on this application, see Siegel, Smith, and Paddock (1987).
for improving the knowledge necessary to decide optimal exercise of the real option identified above. (From this point of view the question focuses on the role of the new information in improving the ability to evaluate the option to develop the site.) In addition to learning what resources might lie in this specific deposit, however, potentially valuable lessons could be learned from comparing actual drilling data with the seismic data gathered in the initial survey. Such lessons might give Shell some competitive advantages in interpreting preliminary data on new fields to be considered in the future.

How could we evaluate lessons learned concerning interpretation of seismic data from deep-water prospecting in general? Royal Dutch/Shell would have knowledge about similar information from other locations in its proprietary databases. Learning the truth about the Mars site could substantially enhance the value of such information. A positive outcome would identify new development options of the Siegel/Smith/Paddock variety for each such similar location (and a negative outcome here could prevent losses elsewhere). Knowing the number of similar sites in its databases, Royal Dutch/Shell could tally the options potentially available to it. The transition-phase virtual option associated with the exploratory drilling at the Mars site has this portfolio of real options as the underlying asset. Given the global scope of Royal Dutch/Shell seismic datagathering activities, this virtual option could have substantial upside potential (hence substantial value, due to the limited downside risk). The exploratory drilling revealed that the Mars field contains 700 million barrels of oil, the biggest domestic discovery since Alaska’s Prudhoe Bay. (This is about one-third the size of all Gulf Oil Company’s recoverable reserves at the time of its merger with Chevron.) Shell’s problem was that no one had yet gained experience constructing a production platform capable of operating in such deep water and also capable of withstanding the hurricanes that occur there. The next part of the decision process involves a multi-year research effort to design a platform. How do we evaluate the investment in research devoted to platform design? At the outset, no one knew for sure whether a successful design could be achieved with available technology, or whether a production platform could be built at a cost that would make developing the field economically viable. Strictly within the confines of the Mars field, we are still dealing with the Siegel/Smith/Paddock real option that has developed reserves as the underlying asset. The exercise price
of this option is uncertain at this stage of the decision process, and the proposed research would provide new information to enlighten the evaluation of this real option. Also, however, proprietary knowledge gained from platform development efforts could be valuable in other future applications. A positive outcome could create new development options that would accrue from information about other similar deep-water sites known from Royal Dutch/Shell’s proprietary databases of seismic observations. When the research into platform design was complete, Shell had the task of evaluating the expenditure of $1.1 billion to build a platform and drill 26 production wells (this is about $1.57 per barrel). The platform would cost $650 million and the drilling would cost another $450 million. Some of this cost would be shared with minority partner British Petroleum. The expenditures at this stage would be the largest in the whole development effort. Although this is the stage in the decision process that involves the most money, it is the least complex. The remaining decision is whether to exercise the real option to pay drilling costs and receive the developed reserves. At this stage there is highly refined information about the exercise price and about the value of the underlying asset, so the decision process can proceed smoothly.

2.1 Virtual options in basic research

What about the expense of Roger Baker’s initial efforts gathering information—the basic research that gave rise to the entire process we have just reviewed? Also, how does the new knowledge about interpreting deep-water seismic observations affect the value of future survey efforts?

In a mature information culture new data gathering tends to occur at the frontiers of available knowledge. When Roger Baker, for example, gathered his survey data, he applied existing methods for exploring in a new area. Roger Baker is a prospector with experience about the probability of discovery from a given search effort. This probability distribution could be treated as the underlying stochastic process in evaluating the effort as a virtual option (the underlying asset being information of value for use in bidding on a lease).

Interpreting Roger Baker’s data proved challenging for unforeseen but understandable interference by the thermal layers in the deep water. Subsequent clarification of how to interpret this data could produce benefits in at least two ways. First, the newly
acquired skill could be applied to data produced in prior deep-water surveys at other locations, with new drilling options as the result (as discussed above). Further, the new capability to interpret data changes the probability of discovery from future survey efforts, thus encouraging future prospecting.

2.2 Virtual options in human resources development

Investments in human resources development may alter the exercise price of an organization’s virtual options. Improved engineering capabilities, for example, may reduce the exercise price for an option to derive product designs from proprietary data. Analyzing the impact on the value of an organization’s virtual options therefore could provide useful insights for decisions about investments in human resources development. Beech Aircraft Company provides an example. Brand identity was strong, with a solid reputation for product quality; but the existing product line was dominated by aging designs. In 1979 Beech committed to developing a revolutionary design (dubbed “Starship”) that used all-composite construction, fully computerized flight instruments, jet-fan power, and the then-radical canard architecture (on a canard aircraft, the main lifting wing is at the rear, with the horizontal stabilizer mounted on the nose). Most of the investment went into computer-aided design facilities and factory automation for handling composite materials on a large scale (which have many alternative uses, hence generating valuable real options). This effort attracted new engineering talent and revitalized the company to such an extent that Beech attracted significant attention as a strategic acquisition with several potential suitors. (Beech’s primary stockholder at the time was the founder’s widow, who wanted to retire and had significant estate-planning issues.) The result was a successful sale to Raytheon within less than a year of launching the Starship project, nearly doubling the value of Beech stock in four months. (Raytheon was the primary supplier of cockpit instruments, communications equipment, and navigation aids for the Starship project). The Starship itself had a very brief production run, but the capabilities developed during that effort have enhanced the organization in a variety of ways. Chief among the gains achieved through the Starship program was the enhanced ability to attract and retain high-quality engineering talent.16 With the engineering talent, computer-assisted design, and computer-integrated manufacturing sys-
tems established via the Starship development program, Beech substantially reduced the cost of developing new product designs and improvements for existing products. Highly visible among the new products that resulted is a new jet aircraft with aluminum wings and composite fuselage. Beech’s design and composite materials production capabilities have also resulted in several contracts to supply components for other manufacturers (including parts for the B-2 bomber and the C-17 cargo aircraft built for the U.S. Air Force). These capabilities directly result from the investments made in the Starship program.

3 Models for evaluating virtual options

3.1 Jump process model

In order to evaluate virtual options, let us begin with the case of a single input and single output, with the possibility for discontinuous jumps in value. Options with information items as underlying assets may be more likely to involve high volatility or jump processes (compared with options that have physical items as underlying assets). For example, a new discovery might initiate a substantial jump in the value of virtual options that arise from an organization’s proprietary information. On the negative side, a discovery by a competitor might immediately reduce or eliminate the value of options that arise from an organization’s proprietary information. This section presents a general valuation model for virtual options with underlying stochastic process described as a mixture of both jump and diffusion processes. When the virtual option can be exercised without destroying the input information items, then complex options can usually be represented as portfolios of several options, each one conveying the privilege to generate a single output item. For each of these individual options, the total change in the value of the underlying asset is assumed to consist of two types of changes:

1) The small and “normal” changes in the market value of the firm that are modeled as Brownian motion with a constant variance per unit time and a continuous sample path.

2) The large and “abnormal” changes in value that are due to arrival of significant unanticipated events. Given these specifica-

16 The author learned this in an interview with a Beech executive who wishes to remain anonymous.
tions, the changes in value can be formally written as the following stochastic differential equation:

\[ dV/V = (\mu - \lambda \kappa)dt + \sigma Z + dq \]  

(1)

where

\( V \) = value of the underlying asset;

\( \mu \) = instantaneous expected return in the value of the underlying asset;

\( \sigma^2 \) = instantaneous variance of the value of the underlying asset, conditional on no arrival of “abnormal” information;

\( dZ \) = a standard Gauss-Wiener process;

\( dq \) = a continuous-time Poisson process, assumed independent of \( dZ \) for simplicity;

\( \lambda \) = the intensity of the Poisson process (the mean number of arrivals of “abnormal” information per unit time; and \( k = E(\lambda - 1) \), where \( (\lambda - 1) \) is the random percentage change in the value of the underlying asset if the Poisson event occurs, and \( E \) is the expectation operator over the random variable \( \lambda \).

In Equation (1) \( \sigma dZ \) describes the portion of value change attributable to “normal” sequential small shocks (Brownian motion). The number of discontinuous jumps during the infinitesimal time is either one or zero with probability \( \lambda dt \) and \( 1 - \lambda dt \), respectively. Thus the resulting sample path would be mostly continuous, but with finite jumps of differing signs and amplitudes at discrete points. Given \( V(0) = V \) and \( \mu, \lambda, \kappa \) and \( \sigma \) are constants, the random value of the underlying asset at time \( t \) can be expressed as

\[ V(t) = V \exp \left[ (\mu - \sigma^2/2 - \lambda \kappa) + \sigma Z(t) \right] \lambda(n) \]  

(2)

Where \( Z(t) \) is a Gaussian standard normal random variable with zero mean, \( \lambda(n) = 1 \) if \( n = 0 \); \( \lambda(n) = \prod_{j=1}^{n} \lambda j \) for \( n > 1 \) where \( \lambda j \) are the jump amplitudes assumed for simplicity to be independently and identically distributed and \( n \) is Poisson distributed with parameter \( \lambda t \). Under the assumptions that the capital asset pricing
model (CAPM) holds and that the jump process is diversifiable, Merton (1976) shows that the price of any contingent claim, $F(V,t)$ which is a function of the value of the underlying asset and time must satisfy the following general valuation equation:

$$0.5\sigma^2 V^2 \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial V^2}(V,t) + (r - \lambda k) V \frac{\partial F}{\partial V}(V,t) + \frac{\partial F}{\partial t}(V,t) - r F(V,t) + \lambda E(F(VY,t) - F(V,t)) = 0 \quad (3)$$

which is an integro-differential equation where the expectation is taken over the random value of the jump amplitude $\lambda$, and $r$ is the constant instantaneous riskless rate of interest. The unique $F$ value of the contingent claim on the underlying asset is determined by the initial and boundary conditions (which generally include $F(0,t) = 0$ and $F(V,t) < V$). Additional boundaries can be stated when required by the constraints of specific situations.¹⁷

---

3.2. Multiple outputs, choice of inputs

In the case of multiple outputs ($OUT1, \ldots, OUTn$), but only one input ($IN$), the endof-period payoff can be represented by the following expression:

$$Payoff = \max \{\max \{OUT1, \ldots, OUTn\} - IN, 0\} \quad (4)$$

That is, at the time the decision is made about how to use the information in a given time period, the output with maximum value will be chosen; and the payoff will be the difference between the value of that output and the cost of the input. In the case of more versatile information processing systems, the option-holder has the choice in each time period to convert the lowest cost input from a set of $m$ inputs into the highest valued output from a set of $n$ output items, but need not exercise the option unless it is profitable to do so. The value of this option at any time prior to the expiration date can

---

¹⁷ See Merton (1976) for further discussion of boundary conditions and valuation procedure.
be solved numerically, using techniques developed by Margrabe (1982) for situations that do not involve discontinuous jumps.

This scenario can be represented more compactly by supposing that the current prices at time $t$ for the various information items form a vector, $x = [x_1, \ldots, x_n]$, the prices at future time $T$ form a vector $X = [X_1, \ldots, X_n]$, and $q(\ldots)$ is a multivariate p.d.f. for the vector $X$, given the initial set of current prices at time zero (the vector $x$). The production of information outputs from the raw input can be represented by some function $f(X)$. This function could be simple or quite complex. The interest rate is $r$ for US Treasury securities maturing at time $T$. Then, the value of an option to accomplish the optimal transformation is given by the following:

$$\text{Option Value} = e^{-r(T-t)} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} f(X) q(X, T/x) \, dx$$  \hfill (5)

where integration is over the $n$-dimensional array of future prices for all of the commodities. Margrabe proved this solution for the case of a log-Gaussian p.d.f. – showing that the richer the array of choices, the higher the NPV of the project. The virtual option package is a portfolio of the above options with different maturities, with one maturing in each period of the project’s life.

3.3 Implementation using the Boyle and Tse algorithm

Johnson’s (1987) model calculates the exact value of a call option with exercise price $X$ and time to maturity $T$, on the maximum of $N$ assets with current values $S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n$. Computing the exact solution requires numerically evaluating $N+1$ $N$-dimensional standard normal distribution functions. This is practical for $N < 6$ on personal computers using the Schervish (1985) algorithm. Solving with $N = 6$ is practical only on minicomputers and mainframes, while $N > 6$ is practical only on super computers. Chen, Conover, and Kensinger (1998) have implemented the multiple exchange option framework using the Boyle-Tse (1990) algorithm for evaluating an option on the maximum or minimum of several assets. This algorithm has overcome earlier criticism that realistic problems could not be solved without consuming large amounts of computer time (the program is available from the authors upon request). Chen,

---

18 For example, $f(X) = \text{Max}(0, X_2 - X_1)$.
Conover, and Kensinger report the ability to solve problems with up to 1,000 different output goods at high speed on a personal computer with a math coprocessor, and have solved problems with up to 9,000 output goods in about 30 seconds on a 250 Megaherz Sun SPARC workstation.

The Boyle/Tse (1990) formulation can be applied to a wide range of problems that used to be too costly (or impossible) to evaluate. Detailed description of the steps is too lengthy for this paper, but a copy of the computer code is available upon request. What follows is a description of the principle steps of the algorithm. First, the $N$ assets are assumed to be jointly multivariate normal. Direct evaluation of the multivariate normal distribution function is very costly for $N > 6$, but the maximum of two bivariate normally distributed assets is well defined. The algorithm uses a recursive technique that successively compares $N$ assets, taken two at a time. Let us begin by assuming that $\text{MAX}(x_1, x_2)$ is normally distributed. Given this assumption, the expected value, variance, and covariance of $\text{MAX}(x_1, x_2, x_3)$ can be approximated using the recursive relationship:

$$\text{MAX}(x_1, x_2, x_3) = \text{MAX}(\text{MAX}(x_1, x_2), x_3) \quad (6)$$

Then, the first four moments of the maximum of the first three assets with the fourth are calculated using:

$$\text{MAX}(x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4) = \text{MAX}(\text{MAX}(x_1, x_2, x_3), x_4) \quad (7)$$

Repeatedly applying this procedure to the remainder of $N$ variables (using the current cumulative maximum value at each step) allows approximation of the distribution of the maximum of $N$ jointly random normal variables. Zero strike options on lognormally-distributed assets are examined by discounting (under risk neutrality) the expected value of the log of the maximum of $N$ asset prices.

For non-zero strike prices the procedure estimates the probability that the maximum of $N$ assets will exceed the strike price of the option. First, the recursive algorithm described above is used to calculate the first four central moments of $\text{MAX}(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n)$. The second step is to form a Taylor series expansion of the option pricing problem using the standardization transform in terms of the first four central moments of the maximum of $N$ jointly multivariate normals from the first step. A Gram-Charlier expansion of the Tay-
lor-series is solved to calculate the probability that $MAX(x_1, x_2, x_n)$ will be greater than the exercise price.

The algorithm described in Boyle/Tse (1990) is an accurate approximation that is fast enough to run on a personal computer. For $N$ up to 50 assets, the approximation error is as low as 0.06 percent. The algorithm has four appealing characteristics:

- It requires only the evaluation of univariate normal distributions that are simple and inexpensive to perform.
- The algorithm runs very quickly compared to its only competitor, which is repeated simulation sampling.
- The algorithm is very accurate over a wide range of the parameters.
- The model predictions can be checked against independent estimates of the model prices from Monte Carlo sampling of multivariate distribution functions or direct evaluation of the distribution functions.

In simulation trials to evaluate how value responds to increasing flexibility, Chen, Conover, and Kensinger (1998) report results similar to those observed in diversified portfolios of securities. At first, additional outputs or inputs add substantially to value, but after twelve to fifteen alternatives are already available, more new alternatives add very little additional value.

### 3.4 Estimating the covariance matrix

The virtual option approach requires two types of data: (1) current values for the information items involved, and (2) the descriptions of the probability distributions that generate future values. The current prices themselves may be directly observable or readily proxied. Let us now consider the estimation of parameters for the covariance matrix.

In the Johnson model, and the Boyle and Tse implementation, each of the $n$ asset prices, $n$ standard deviations and the $nxn$ correlation matrix of each asset with the other assets must be specified. The model is very sensitive to any errors that might occur in estimating the covariance matrix.

Option models that capture the value of a simple option on a single asset, such as Black-Scholes (1973), specify the underlying stochastic process generating returns on the asset simply in terms of the asset’s total variability (including both systematic and unsystematic risk combined into one measure). Options to exchange one
asset for another, such as Margrabe (1978), specify the underlying stochastic process in terms of the ratio of the prices of the two assets (thus the covariance of the two assets enters the calculation). Multiple exchange options are much more complex and demand careful estimation of the parameters input into the model. In well-functioning financial markets, asset prices move together when the assets are close substitutes (otherwise there would be arbitrage opportunities). This characteristic is captured in a carefully-estimated covariance matrix, or in a diagonal-model approximation such as the capital asset pricing model in which variability is partitioned into systematic and unsystematic components. In order to apply the financial markets model successfully to real options or virtual options, it is necessary to insure that the variance-covariance matrix adequately captures the webwork of interrelationships among the prices for the input and output items.19

The problem can be illustrated by considering a binomial example based on a series of coin tosses, such as the illustration in Appendix A. The Johnson model is essentially an extension of such a binomial process to a very large number of coin tosses spanning the life of the option. The problem arises because there is no constraint that eliminates the possibility for one of the output prices to be inflated by a series of “heads” in the sequence of random coin tosses. When there are a hundred or more output items involved, the odds are high that within the model, one of the prices will become very large, thus inflating the calculated value of the option beyond the bounds of reason.

If inputs and outputs were all publicly traded commodities, economic forces of supply and demand would prevent the price of any one of the output items from rising well beyond the others over time. One of the output items might rise substantially over a short time, but producers would increase their output of it, while reducing output of the others. Price adjustments would follow, so that the whole group of related goods would remain clustered (although relative prices would be free to fluctuate substantially within the bounds of the cluster). Chen, Conover, and Kensinger (1998) re-

19 Chen, Conover, and Kensinger (1998) discovered during simulation trials of the Boyle/Tse algorithm that the result is very sensitive to any lapses in this regard, rapidly converging toward undefined high values if the systematic linkage is inadequately captured. The intuition behind this problem is fairly clear.
solve this problem by defining the underlying stochastic processes using a linear model similar to the Capital Asset Pricing Model, in which the are two components defining variability: one component affects all the items in the matrix, while the other component represents the unique shocks specific to the individual items. The values the analyst must estimate, then, are the current prices of the output items, annualized standard deviations for changes in their values, and the correlation matrix among them. No forecasting of future prices is necessary (such forecasts, in contrast, are the essence of discounted cash flow analysis).

Without explicit linkage, as the number of inputs and outputs increases, there is an increasing probability that at least one of the several inputs will drop to a low price, while one of the outputs will rise to a high price.

Maintaining consistency in the estimates that are input into the model, and insuring appropriate structure of the correlation matrix, can be made a function of the software used to incorporate the exchange option models into decision-support systems. Programmers will find interesting opportunities to provide expert assistants that will quiz users, prompting them to think clearly through the underlying strategic issues.

4. Ways in which the virtual option approach integrates finance and strategy

4.1 Links with the physical value chain

The concept of the physical value chain, presented in Porter (1985), is a useful reference for assessing the progress that has been made up to now toward integrating finance and strategy by means of applying option pricing methodologies (see Figure 1 above for a graphic image). On a global scale, extraction or cultivation of basic commodities is at the bottom of the physical value chain. The second tier involves processing basic commodities into refined products. Next comes the fabrication of finished products. At the high end of the physical value chain come the distribution and marketing of products, and post-sales servicing of customers. Thus the early commodity option applications, such as Brennan & Schwarz (1985), deal with projects at the low end of the value chain. Over time the real options literature has extended the commodity option theme to the valuation of options to exchange a group of commodities for...
another. Thus real option pricing applications have extended to higher levels of the physical value chain—to the physical processing of commodities into refined products, and then to flexible production systems used in fabricating complex products. Work also continues to develop real option methods for evaluating activities at the upper end of the physical value chain: involving distribution, marketing, and service. Real option applications in evaluating support activities such as technology development or human resources development have been problematic.20

Evaluating virtual options fills important gaps by applying option analysis to activities that add value along the virtual value chain. Also, evaluating virtual options provides new insight into the value of efforts to develop technology or human resources. This approach may also yield insights in evaluating efforts to improve logistics or service in the physical realm (such efforts might be analyzed as transition-phase virtual options).

4.2 The knowledge advantage

There are several additional ways in which the virtual option approach integrates financial analysis with strategic analysis. Let’s begin with the end-of-period payoff for the simple case of a single input and a choice among multiple output items, given above in Equation 4 and reproduced below as Equation 8.

\[ \text{Payoff} = \max \{ \max \{ \text{OUT}_1, \ldots, \text{OUT}_n \} - \text{IN}, 0 \} \]  

(8)

It can be shown that this dominates an option that includes a smaller set of output items, such as one with the following payoff:

\[ \text{Payoff} = \max \{ \max \{ \text{OUT}_1, \ldots, \text{OUT}_{n-1} \} - \text{IN}, 0 \} \]  

(9)

To demonstrate this point, we compare an option which includes two output items with another that includes those same outputs plus one more, and find that the threeoutput option is worth more because its payoff would be greater in those states of the world in which \( \text{OUT}_3 > \text{IN}, \text{OUT}_3 > \text{OUT}_2, \) and \( \text{OUT}_3 > \text{OUT}_1 \). Therefore, we can state the following:

---

An organization that has the same potential uses for a given information item as another organization, plus one or more additional possible uses unique to that organization, will gain a higher NPV by gathering the information. Thus, the value of obtaining information may differ from one organization to another, and organizations with more agility have an advantage in generating investor value.

A well-known property of such options, whether or not the p.d.f. is log-Gaussian, is that prior to expiration they are worth more than the present value of the spread expected at expiration (expected price of output minus expected price of input. This can be illustrated in the simple case of a single output and a single input (the argument is easily extended to the case of multiple outputs or inputs). At any given time prior to the expiration of the option,

$$CX (OUT, IN, t) > e^{-rt} E [OUTt] E [INT]$$

With the values of the input and output items fluctuating at random, the spread between them is free to widen or shrink. The existence of discretion allows management to take whatever profit opportunities arise when the spread is wide, but cut off losses that would occur when the spread becomes negative. The more volatile the spread, the greater are the possible profits. Since losses are limited, however, the increased upside potential is not offset on the downside. The model therefore supports another point.

The more volatile the relationship between the values of input and output items, the greater the value of a virtual option. The more volatile each item’s price, and the lower the correlation between their prices, the more volatile the spread. Therefore, the highest option values are to be found when values of input and output are volatile, with low correlation. If there were a great many organizations engaged in the same information operations, competition among them would tend to keep the spread from fluctuating widely, and output values would be highly correlated with the input values. A low correlation would be associated with a situation in which competition is not intense. (A few years ago, for example, DuPont possessed patents that protected its capability to convert petroleum into a manmade substitute for wool (polyester), which gave it a significant competitive advantage for a time. As the capability diffused throughout the economy, however, the advantage dissipated.) Therefore, the model supports another point:
The value of a virtual option is greater the more innovative the information operation, and the stronger the barriers to entry for potential competitors.

This statement is very similar to the lessons derived from a qualitative analysis of anecdotal evidence by Shapiro (1986) and Porter (1985). The process of estimating the matrix of correlations in a virtual option evaluation, therefore, entails a quantification of knowledge structure in the industry. This dimension is not made explicit in the DCF approach or the real options approach to management.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper develops the concept of virtual options for inclusion with real options in capital investment applications. Virtual options involve choices in which the underlying assets are information items, and the rules governing exercise are based on realities that exist within the information realm (infosphere). Virtual options differ from real options, since real options have physical objects as the underlying assets and the rules governing exercise are based on the realities of the physical world. Transition-phase virtual options accrue to the owner as a result of possessing information, and have real options as the underlying assets (transition-phase virtual options capture value at the interface where information is applied to gain advantage in the physical domain).

The virtual options concept gains structure from the “virtual value chain” described by Rayport and Sviokla (1995). This traces the process of adding value through information operations. The first stage involves gathering information from the physical realm. The next stage involves organizing the raw data into structured databases for later retrieval. The next stage of information operations involves selecting information from the databases and organizing it into a product such as a report, article, or design specifications for a product to be fabricated in the physical realm. Then follows distribution, then presentation to the user. Effective presentation may be challenging, if the information product is presented to a decision-maker who is not an expert in the field. Substantial value may hinge on how effectively and efficiently the information is conveyed to someone who lacks understanding of the basic principles that are part of an expert’s daily working knowledge. The final stage of the virtual value chain involves
applying the information to gain advantage in the physical realm (this is the stage at which we encounter transition-phase virtual options). Some stages in the virtual value chain may be skipped; particularly if the person who develops an information product is also the decision-maker, in which case the distribution and presentation stages can be skipped. Virtual options may exist at each step from one stage of the virtual value chain to the next. Virtual options can be modeled as options to “purchase” information items by paying the cost of the information operations involved. The process of gathering raw data by observations in the physical realm, for example, generates options to organize the data by paying the cost of populating an existing database or constructing a new one. Additionally, possessing the necessary organized databases generates options to develop information products such as design specifications for a product to be fabricated in the physical realm. Some information operations can be automated, and doing so reduces the cost of exercise for the information options an organization possesses. Thus the investment in data automation can be evaluated by measuring the change in value of the organization’s portfolio of virtual options. Virtual options can be modeled as options to exchange an input such as an engineer’s time for an output item that incorporates added value. More often, there may be a choice of the most valuable among two or more output items; and there may be possibilities for choosing the least costly of two or more input items (such as when the input information is purchased). The basic research on options with multiple underlying assets has been done by Margrabe (1978 & 1983), Stulz (1982), Stulz & Johnson (1985), and Johnson (1987). Chen, Conover, and Kensinger (1998) applied this method to evaluating real options associated with flexible manufacturing facilities. The benefit of evaluating virtual options is not only a more robust set of quantitative tools for measuring the economic value added by an organized activity, but also refined insight into the qualitative aspects of a positive net present value action. By evaluating virtual options along with real options, it is possible to draw well-founded conclusions about the effects on share value of such attributes as flexibility, innovativeness, and proprietary knowledge. An organization that possesses knowledge no one else has, for example, has exclusive possession of options to apply it for advantage in the physical world. Additionally an organization with unique capability to use
information (in a way no other organization can duplicate) has enhanced value through possessing a broader array of choices.

The concept of the physical value chain, presented in Porter (1985), is a useful reference for assessing the progress that has been made toward integrating finance and strategy by means of applying option pricing methodologies. The real options literature has extended the concept of options to exchange one commodity for another (or one of several inputs for one of several outputs) to develop real option applications for basic extraction, refining, and flexible production systems used in fabricating complex products. Work also continues toward developing real option methods for evaluating activities at the upper end of the physical value chain: involving distribution, marketing, and service. Real option applications in evaluating support activities such as technology development or human resources development have been problematic.

Evaluating virtual options fills important gaps by applying option analysis to activities that add value along the virtual value chain. Also, evaluating virtual options provides new insight into the value of efforts to develop technology or human resources. This approach may also yield insights in evaluating efforts to improve logistics or service in the physical realm (such efforts might be analyzed as transition-phase virtual options). The proposed option techniques surpass the power of complex simulations. Contingency tables and dynamic programming might be used instead, but the option approach can be more efficient as well as more powerful. The more complex models require solution by numerical integration, which of course can’t be done with a simple hand-held calculator (as can the standard discounted cash flow procedures). The powerful computers that are now widely available to decision-makers, however, make it possible to offer complex project evaluation techniques to practitioners in versatile packages with “smart” interactive interfaces.

**APPENDIX A: ILLUSTRATIONS AND EXAMPLES OF OPTION EVALUATION**

The Option to Exchange One Asset for Another Here, the investment is formulated as a portfolio of options to exchange a single input for a single output. In this case the option buyer acquires

---

21 See Amram and Kulatilaka (2000) for a discussion of appropriate tools for evaluating investments in technology development.
the opportunity, if it is profitable to do so in the short run, to pur-
chase the input, convert it, and sell the output (or do nothing).
Moreover, the option holder has a portfolio of such options with
different maturities—one for each time period in the activity’s life.
More formally, there is an option in each time period to exchange
the input item (IN) for the output item (OUT). The prices of these
items are not important in and of themselves; the spread (OUT –
IN) is what matters. When the option matures, the payoff will be
the maximum of (OUT – IN) or 0. Using Margrabe’s (1978)
model, the general form for the expression of the current value of
the option would be as follows (where OUT₀ and IN₀ represent
the present spot prices for the items).

\[ \text{Value} = \alpha \cdot \text{OUT}_0 - \gamma \cdot \text{IN}_0 \quad (11) \]

The values for \( \alpha \) and \( \gamma \) (which are always less than one) depend
upon the time to maturity, the volatility of each price, and the cor-
relation between the price changes of the two items. The values of
\( \alpha \) and \( \gamma \) are defined below. Please note that the model uses the
volatility of the changes in the ratio of the prices of the two items,
not the volatility associated with either item by itself. If the two
have a tendency to move together in close synchronization, the
ratio will not be very volatile.

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha &= N \left( d_1 \right) \\
\gamma &= N \left( d_2 \right) \\
d_1 &= \ln \left( \frac{\text{OUT}}{\text{IN}} \right) - \frac{\sigma \sqrt{t}}{2} \\
d_2 &= d_1 - \sigma \sqrt{t} \\
N (\cdots) &= \text{normal probability density function} \\
t &= \text{time until expiration} \\
\sigma^2 &= \sigma_{\text{IN}}^2 + \sigma_{\text{OUT}}^2 - 2 \sigma_{\text{IN}} \sigma_{\text{OUT}} \rho_{\text{IN,OUT}} = \text{instantaneous variance of the ratio} \ \frac{\text{OUT}}{\text{IN}} \\
\rho_{\text{IN,OUT}} &= \text{correlation coefficient for the price changes}
\end{align*}
\]
The net present value of a portfolio of such options, with one of them maturing in each period of the activity’s life (and with an initial cost of \( C_0 \)) could be represented as follows:

\[
N\ PV = C_0 + (\alpha_1 OUT_0 - \gamma_1 IN_0) + L + (\alpha_n OUT_0 - \gamma_n IN_0) \tag{12}
\]

The subscripts for \( \alpha \) and \( \gamma \) represent the option’s maturity date. This reduces to a function of the initial cost and the current spot prices of the commodities, as follows:

\[
NPV = -C_0 + OUT_0 \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i - IN_0 \sum_{i=1}^{n} \gamma_i \tag{13}
\]

A more general form for the solution to the value of each of the individual options is the following:

\[
CX(OUT, IN, t) = e^{-r} E\left[ \max(OUT - IN, 0) \right]
\]

\[
= e^{-r} \int \int f(OUT, IN) q(OUT, IN) \partial OUT \partial IN \tag{14}
\]

where:
- \( r \) = the appropriate discount rate, usually the riskless rate
- \( E \) = expectations operator
- \( f(OUT, IN) = \max(OUT - IN, 0) \)
- \( q(OUT, IN) = \) bivariate probability density function

This can be solved numerically, for a variety of probability distributions. In the case of an asset with a multi-period life, the value of the asset could be represented as a portfolio of such options, one of which matures at the end of each period.

**CONTINGENCY TABLE EXAMPLE**

To illustrate, let us look at a simple numerical example. Consider a scenario involving a simple binomial probability distribution. We’ll assume that the output item (OUT) is currently priced at $50, and the input item (IN) is currently priced at $49 (in time period zero). At the end of time period one \( (t_1) \), the price of the output will be determined by the flip of a coin. Heads, the price rises by $1; tails, it falls by $1. A second coin toss with the same rules will de-
cide the price for the input. At the end of time period two (t₂), another round of coin tossing will take place, with the same rules. Note that in this very simplified illustration, the price movements of the two items are assumed to be independent (that is, there is assumed to be no correlation between the price changes for the two commodities). After this initial illustration there is an example which uses a modification of the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model, and at that point we will consider a more realistic situation.

The possible pairs of input and output prices at the end of the first time period are given on the first line of Table 1. On the second line is the difference (OUT – IN), which represents the profit from blindly converting the input into the output. With active management, however, the conversion would not be made if a loss would result; and the third line shows the profit per unit associated with each outcome when there is active management.

![Table 1: Binomial illustration of the single exchange model](image)

The possible pairs of prices for the output and the input are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>possible pairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUT – IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max (O – I, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean=1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Second Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>possible pairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUT – IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max (O – I, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean=1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Suppose, for example, we have the opportunity to launch an activity for $2,000, which has a two-period life, zero salvage value, and the capacity to convert 1,000 units of the input into 1,000 units of the output. We will ignore taxes. Then, we would use the average prices for the input and output items to compute the expected net present value. Since the expected price for the output in each time period is $50 per unit, the expected price for the input is $49, and volume is 1,000 units, the expected profit in each period is $1,000 and the expected NPV is the following.\(^2\)

\[
NPV = -\$2,000 + \frac{\$1,000}{1.1} + \frac{\$1,000}{1.1^2} = -\$264.46
\] (15)

If we recognize the value of the options, however, the expected net present value changes to the following:

\[
NPV = -\$2,000 + \frac{\$1,250}{1.1} + \frac{\$1,437.50}{1.1^2} = \$324.38
\] (16)

The difference is due entirely to the expected present value of the savings produced by active management. In the first period, there is a 25% probability that the operation would be suspended, avoiding a loss of $1 per unit. In the second period, there is a 25% probability of saving $1 per unit, as well as a 6.25% probability of saving $3 per unit. The present value of these savings sums to the following:

Adding this to the figure calculated with the standard approach yields the true NPV (that is, $588.84 - $264.46 = $324.38). Thus, some activities that appear to have a negative NPV when analyzed by traditional DCF methods may actually have positive NPVs.

**Black-Scholes Example**

\[
Difference = \left(\frac{1}{4} \times \frac{\$1,000}{1.1}\right) + \left(\frac{1}{4} \times \frac{\$1,000}{1.1^2}\right) + \left(\frac{1}{16} \times \frac{\$3,000}{1.1^2}\right) = $588.84
\] (17)

---

\(^2\) Let us assume a discount rate of 10% for this example.
The simple binomial illustration is useful for building an understanding of the exchange option approach, but it downplays a very important aspect of the activity—the tendency for the prices of the input and output to move together. Such a tendency constitutes a significant part of the project’s strategic environment, and plays a major role in more sophisticated methods of analysis. To model a more realistic situation in the DCF format would require an intractably large number of possible pairs of prices. Margrabe’s model, however, offers a modification of the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model, which can be used to measure the value of an option to exchange one item for another, under reasonably realistic assumptions.

To illustrate this model, let’s consider an example in which the activity under consideration costs $2,000 and can convert a single input into a single output. We’ll assume the following characteristics of the situation:

- The activity has a life span of two time periods.
- The activity can convert 1,000 units of input into 1,000 units of the output at the end of each period.

The current input price (IN) is $3 per unit, and the current output price (OUT) is $4 per unit. The expected rate of increase in the price of the input is 10%, as it is the same for the refined product. Thus, the expected price for the input at the end of one period.

\[
\text{(IN1)} = 3.30, \quad \text{while} \quad \text{(IN2)} = 3.63. \quad \text{Likewise,} \quad \text{(OUT1)} = 4.40 \quad \text{and} \quad \text{(OUT2)} = 4.84.
\]

Our estimate is 0.4 for the standard deviation of the rate of change in the price of input over one period (\(\sigma_{\text{in}}\)). This can be understood intuitively as follows: the assumption may be thought of as saying that there is about a 2/3 probability that the price will fluctuate within a range of 40% above or below the trend line.

Our estimate is 0.2 for the standard deviation of the rate of change in the price of the output (\(\sigma_{\text{out}}\)). The assumption may be thought of as saying that there is about a 2/3 probability that the price will fluctuate within a range of 20% above or below the trend line.

Our estimate is 0.5 for the correlation coefficient between the rates of change in the two items (\(P_{\text{in, out}}\)). This also has an intuitive interpretation: about 25% (\(\rho^2\)) of 27 the variation in the price of the output can be explained by variations in the price of the in-
put. The rest of the variability associated with the output item’s price arises from other influences.

To keep the example simple, let us also assume that there are no additional operating costs beyond the cost of the input items that are placed into it.\textsuperscript{23}

Given the assumptions, the variance rate to be entered into the option valuation formula would be as follows:

\[ \sigma^2 = 0.2^2 + 0.4^2 - (2 \times 0.2 \times 0.4 \times 0.5) = 0.12 \]  \quad (18)

For the option that matures in one period, the steps in the valuation are as follows:

\[ d_1 = \frac{\ln(4/3) + 0.12/2}{\sqrt{0.12}} = 1.0037 \]
\[ d_2 = d_1 - \sqrt{0.12} = 0.6573 \]
\[ \text{Option Value} = (4 \times 0.8422) - (3 \times 0.7445) = 1.135 \]  \quad (19)

The value of an option to convert one bushel of soybeans into one bushel of the refined product at the end of two periods can be calculated as follows:

\[ d_1 = \frac{\ln(4/3) + (0.12 \times 2)/2}{\sqrt{0.12 \times 2}} = 0.8322 \]
\[ d_2 = d_1 - \sqrt{0.12 \times 2} = 0.3423 \]
\[ \text{Option Value} = (4 \times 0.7973) - (3 \times 0.6339) = 1.288 \]  \quad (20)

Using the exchange option model to calculate the NPV of our activity, which can convert 1,000 units per period, gives the following result

\[ \text{NPV} = "$2,000 +$1,135+$1,288 = $423 \]  \quad (21)

If we simply considered the expected spread (\( \text{OUT} - \text{IN} \)), in contrast, the expected profit would be $1,100 in period 1 and $1,210 in period 2. Then, if we used the discounted cash flow approach, we would get conflicting results. With a discount rate, for example, of 10% the DCF calculation would yield inaccurate results as follows:
The multiple exchange model

The value of active management may be far greater in this later case than in the previous ones, since the activity being established has multiple possible outputs. Suppose we were considering an activity could convert INPUT₁ into OUTPUT₂ or INPUT₂ into OUTPUT₁. Suppose INPUT₁ and OUTPUT₁ behave in the same way as two items in the coin-toss scenario from the contingency table example given earlier, while INPUT₂ and OUTPUT₂ are other items whose prices fluctuate independently of INPUT₁ and OUTPUT₁. Also suppose OUTPUT₂ is currently selling at $60 per unit and INPUT₂ is selling at $59. At the end of the first period, the new prices will be determined by a coin toss, with the same rules as before. Then, the possible price movements can be represented as shown in Table 2.

NPV = \(-$2,000 + \frac{\$1,100}{1.1} + \frac{\$1,210}{1.1^2}\) = 0

(22)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t₀</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible pairs of prices for inputs and outputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT₁, and INPUT₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean payoff = 1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This assumption could be relaxed by treating operating costs as a negative “dividend.” or by incorporating the additional inputs into a multiple exchange model (to be described later in the paper).
The commonly-used way of forecasting the next period’s cash flow from such an activity would be to compare the mean price for each item, and conclude that the expected profit is $1 per unit of volume (regardless of which pair of items is chosen). Once the full range of management flexibility is taken into account, however, it can be seen that the expected payoff is $1.8125 per unit. Multiple time periods would be very complex to illustrate, even with a simple binary process. The portfolio procedure presented earlier, however, coupled with a sophisticated model of the value of a multiple-exchange option, could accomplish the necessary calculations for a range of more complex probability distributions; and capture the value of active management for more realistic situations. Establishing the activity is equivalent to purchasing a portfolio of such options with different maturities. Within each time period, it is possible that the company may have a choice among several such options. That is, the company has an option to select the highest-valued of n activities.

Each individual activity is an option to exchange one set of information items for another, and ownership of the activity conveys the option to pick the highest valued use in each time period. Ownership could then be modeled as a portfolio of such options with one maturing in each period of the activity’s life. The value of active management may be far greater in this later case than in the previous ones, since the activity being established has multiple functions. Suppose we were considering an activity that could convert INPUT\(_1\) into OUTPUT\(_1\) or INPUT\(_2\) into OUTPUT\(_2\). Suppose INPUT\(_1\) and OUTPUT\(_1\) behave in the same way as the two items in the coin-toss scenario from the contingency table example given earlier, while INPUT\(_2\) and OUTPUT\(_2\) are other items whose prices fluctuate independently of INPUT\(_1\) and OUTPUT\(_1\)\(^{25}\). Also suppose commodity OUTPUT\(_2\) is currently selling at $60 per unit and INPUT\(_2\) is selling at $59. At the end of the first period, the new prices will be determined by a coin toss, with the same rules as before. Then, the possible price movements can be represented as shown in the tables at the top of the next page.

\(^{25}\) This assumption of independence can be relaxed to allow for more complex interrelationships among the information items. This simplifying assumption is made, however, for the binomial illustration.
The commonly-used way of forecasting the next period’s cash flow from such an activity would be to compare the mean price for each item, and conclude that the expected profit is $1 per unit of capacity (regardless of which input-output pair is chosen). Once the full range of management flexibility is taken into account, however, it can be seen that the expected payoff is $1.8125 per unit of capacity. Multiple time periods would be very complex to illustrate, even with a simple binary process. The portfolio procedure presented earlier, however, coupled with a sophisticated model of the value of a multiple-exchange option, could accomplish the necessary calculations for a range of more complex probability distributions; and capture the value of active management for more realistic situations. Establishing the activity is equivalent to purchasing a portfolio of such options with different maturities. Within each time period, it is possible that the company may have a choice among several such options. That is, the option holder has an option to select the highest-valued of n activities. Each individual activity is an option to exchange one set of commodities for another, and ownership of the activity conveys the option to pick the highest valued use in each period. Ownership could then be modeled as a portfolio of such options with one maturing in each period of the project’s life.
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